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Materials

coloured pencils

crayons

glue stick

long cardboard roll

oil pastels

paintbrush

pencil

polystyrene tray or
box top

elastic bands

scissors

tempera paint

BLUE

2

GREEN

white card

YELLOW

RED

PURPLE

ORANGE

white glue

	
  

COLOUR AND
COLOURS
IN ACONTRAST
STILL LIFE
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A still life is a painting of natural and man-made
manmade
objects. Juan Gris painted objects differently than
other artists. In Vista a la bahía, some objects look flat
and others look three-dimensional.
He also showed contrast between colours. He
painted a warm colour next to a cool colour, and tints
next to shades. A tint is a colour mixed with white. A
shade is a colour mixed with black.

cool colours
cool colours

warm colours
warm colours

Vista a la bahía, Juan Gris, June 1921

Which objects can you hear,
see, hear,
taste,smell,
taste and feel
smell
touch
in in
thisthis
stillstill
life?
life?

shade
tint
Can you find
other contrasts
or differences?
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Explore

COMPLETE A STILL LIFE

Complete the still life with warm and cool colours and tints and shades.
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Draw four objects for a still life. Cut them out and glue
them to the table below. Use colours to show contrast.
Choose objects you can see, hear, smell, taste and feel.
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Discover

LIGHT AND DARK
In this still life, the artist used
tints and shades to show strong
contrast between light and dark.
Artists use this technique to show
volume in three-dimensional
objects. They paint tints to show
light and shades to show the
dark shade and shadow.

light source

	
  

light

Bodegón con limones, naranjas y rosas, Francisco de Zurbarán, 1633

Paint a still life with tints and shades.

1

Observe and draw the
objects on the table.

2

Paint the table and
background.

3

Choose the direction of
the light source. Paint the
objects and add tints.

4

shadow

Find the dark areas. Add
shade and shadows.
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Choose and arrange objects on a table.
Observe, draw and paint. Use tints and
shades to show light and dark.

shade
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Create

MY GRIS GUITAR

Juan Gris often painted brightly coloured musical instruments in
his still lifes. Make a colourful guitar inspired by Juan Gris.

1

8

Make and colour the base of the guitar.

2

Add elastic bands.

3

Cut and glue
the cardboard
roll to the
guitar base.
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Technology in art
Advances in technology have changed the way we see colours.

Traditional primary colours

Modern primary colours

red
blue

cyan

yellow

magenta
yellow

Work with a partner. Make a colour wheel with shapes on a computer.
Print two copies and paint with tempera paint.

1

Make three shapes for the primary colours
and three shapes for the secondary colours.

Here
are some
colour wheel
examples.

2

One partner mixes secondary colours using red, blue and yellow
paints.

The other partner mixes secondary colours using magenta, cyan
and yellow paints.
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talk about art
1

2

Complete the words in the picture dictionary.

Talk about about your artwork.
What colours did you use?

different

Did you use tints and shades?
Did you show contrast in your artwork?
What shape is your guitar?
What size is your guitar?
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Work in a group.
Play your guitar and listen to the sounds of the elastic bands.
Work together to discover which elastic bands play
high-pitched sounds and which ones play
low-pitched sounds.
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Discuss why you think they make differents sounds.
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